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It is always a pleasure to come to Kentucky which is so rich in history, hospitality, and
highways. I am pleased to note that Kentucky and Pennsylvania have an historic bond in highway
building. My thoughts go back to a young pioneer born in Berks County, Pennsylvania to early
1700 settlers, who carried his trailblazing talents to Harrodsburg, Kentucky, and built the famous Wilderness Road. Daniel Boone's design of Wilderness Road surely must have included
precepts by which we design today's highways. It certainly involved standards for safe, economic
and convenient movement of people and goods.

Returning to the 20th Century, I wish to speak today of a dynamic sequel: the greatest era
of road-building in the history of America.
Major State highways, toll roads, and the Interstate Highway System with high-speed, controlled access, multi - laned divided expressways are providing a whole range of benefits to fit
the needs of an expanding population; and an even greater population of auto ownership and unparalleled growth in truck shipments.
But let's look at some of the real benefits that these modern arteries have provided. First,
highway safety has been materially improved. The U . S. Bureau of Public Roads has conducted
studies involving 30 different States. Based on 27 billion vehicle-miles of travel on 2, 590 miles
of highways, Interstate-type highways showed a fatality rate of 2. 0 compared with a rate of 4. O
. on roads with no control of access. Put another way, the Bureau's statistics show that chances
of being killed on an Interstate Highway are one-half what they would be on other roads, and
about four times safer as far as non- fatal injuries are concerned.
Head-on collisions, opposite direction side-swipes, vehicle-pedestrian accidents, and
traffic turbulence at intersections of expressways have been virtually eliminated. Yet we cannot
be satisfied. As we know, 55, 000 people died on our streets and highways and 3 1/ 2 million were
injured last year; and we are still killing ourselves off at a rate of more than 1, 000 per week .
We must all work to do better.
Second, time saving on expressways is an impressive benefit. As a means for moving
people and goods rapidly, expressways are cutting times in half over alternate routes. While
traffic in certain highly publicized downtown areas during peak hours moves painstakingly slow,
travel times have been drastically reduced where new highways have been built.
In 1959, for instance, it took 45 minutes to drive between George Washington Bridge and
the Nassau-Queens County line, while now the time for the same trip has been cut to 25 minutes.
Prior to the construction of freeways in Los Angeles, it took 30 minutes to cover 10 miles
on conventional streets. Now with freeways built, 30 minutes, for example, will enable a motorist to drive 25 miles on the Santa Ana Freeway, an increase of 2 1/2 times for pre - freeway
speed .
There is humor in the horse and buggy analogy (a recent headline in the N. Y. Times reads:
"Solution to our Traffic Problems; Get a Horse"), but the fact is that as new expressway mileage
comes into service, greater efficiency is resulting as volumes are spread over a larger network.

Traffic once concentrated on a single expressway is now dividing among several, and overloading
on any particular section is being reduced.
Third, cost savings have been realized in the operation of vehicles . The motorist finds
that the expressway offers gas savings plus considerable savings in wear and tear to his automobile. The Chicago Area Transportation Study compared the relative cost of travel of expressways with travel on existing streets. The Study researched costs per vehicle -mile to average
speeds for both systems . On an expressway, total vehicle cost at 30 miles per hour was found
to average 8. 4 cents per vehicle-mile . On the local street, at 14 miles per hour, total cost
came to 17 cents a vehicle mile. These figures represented time, operating, and accident costs.
Thus, it is impossible to show that expressways based on the savings to expressway users in
operating costs, time, and accidents, can in these terms pay for themselves. On toll roads, the
direct savings often exceed the toll charges. Commercial motor vehicles, provided the benefits
of greater access, reduced travel time, and lower trip cost, are in turn reducing distribution
costs for products that give us food, clothing, and all the other staples that affect our standard
of living.
Fourth, mobility has been greatly improved for our growing population. Recreation areas
can now be reached with greater ease. Over the past several decades, our work habits have ex perienced an evolutionary process. The average work week has been reduced approximately 15
per cent and the trend is expected to continue. Highways are providing the "escape routes" to
parks, hunting and fishing areas, lakes and shores, historic sites, seats of learning and cultural centers.
There were 39 million visitors to national parks in 1967, with over 95 per cent touring
them by automobile. American families spent about $32 billion on domestic vacation and plea:sure travel last year, $28. 8 billion or 90 per cent of it traveling by car.
Fifth, highway arteries have literally opened up new horizons for industrial development
and economic progress in previously inaccessible areas. The beneficial impact of highway construction and improvement is evident by its ability to shape the economy of the region in which
it serves . The northeast extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike together with other area-wide
highways have been a prime factor in the economic revival of our depressed anthracite region
and, as a result, new industries sprang up, communities a long the line came alive and the unemployed gained a greater geographic range of job opportunity.
The $343 million Keystone Shortway (Interstate 80) which cuts 313 miles across Pennsylvania, is becoming an economic goldmine. Acc.elerated growth has occ~rred along the highway,
especially at interchanges. The growth is in industrial, commercial and recreational projects.
The Shortway will not be completed until late summer of next year, yet 41 of the 53 interchanges
have a lready experienced some form of development. Land values along the highway, especially
at interchanges, have soared.
Perhaps a more dramatic example of land value increases is the Penn-Harris Interchange,
a needed $13 million labyrinth at the confluence of three routes, including one Interstate, a few
miles from Harrisburg. Our Highways Department disclosed its intentions to build the interchange in 1959 on land that, at the time, was largely agricultural and worth about $2, 000 an acre.
Once we followed through on land acquisition the value naturally jumped . So much so, in fact,
that we paid over $750, 000 for only 40 acres. Because of the interchange, adjacent land, now of
prime interest to commerci al and industrial endeavors, today is valued at about $25,000 an acre.
The case is merely illustrative to what is happening a ll over Pennsylvania as a by-product of a
dynamic construction program.
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Pennsylvania now enjoys its lowest unemployment rate in many years--far below the national average. One major factor has been the impact of new highways as a catalyst for business expa11sion.
In southwestern Pennsylvania, near· an interchange of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, a major
Chrysler plant is being built which will have a significant impact on the economic fortunes of a
previously depressed area. A dominant consideration in this company's location decision was
the highway network available, under construction, or planned for the immediate future.
There are many other areas of highway transportation that have impressively improved our
American way of life. Schools are better served by buses that make their rounds more efficiently and more safely. Buses carry 15. 5 million children to school annually, or 39% of all public
school stud ents. Modern highway facilities have been a determining factor in the consolidation
of schools, thus providing the student with greater educational opportunites. The same is true
of higher education. How many students here at the University of Kentucky rely on highway facili ties not only to get them .to campus, but to give them the mobility by which part-time employment
might provide the financial margin to attend?
Public services benefit, also, in that ambulances save travel time that could result in lives
saved. Police and fire departments provide better protection, and rural mail deliveries have
been expedited. More mail, incidentally, moves ever -increasingly by motor freight.
About 14 million persons are employed in highway transportation industries, according to
the U. S. Department of Transportation. Highway transportation involves 13 per cent of the labor force, and represents about 17 per cent of the Gross National Product. And about 800, 000
businesses, or one out of every six, are highway oriented.
Thus, we have met many of the goals which our mobile society has demanded of our highway system. But we face a new challenge: to make greater use of highway transportation as· an
. instrument for elevating the quality of our environment. By incorporating more essential human
values into the process of highway planning, we can accomplish the imperative of conforming not
only to the will of the people who use the highways, but also to the will of those affected by their
surroundings.
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In closing, I would like to suggest that the truths we are relearning in these troublesome
times are old truths. Aristides, using the transportation terms of his times, Circa 500 B. C.,
said, "Not houses finely roofed or the stone of walls well builded, nay nor canals and dockyards,
make the city, but men able to use their opportunity." All of us agree that the function of the
transportation system is to let men use their opportunity--nay even to multiply their opportunities.
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